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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION II

101 MARI'ETTASTREET, N.W., SUITE 2900
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30323

Report NoeI 50-400/86-88
I

Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company
P. 0. Box 1551
Raleigh, NC 27602,

Docket No.: 50-400

Facility Name: Harris

Inspection Conducted: November 17-21, 1986

Inspectors:O'0'M.. ut

T. F. Mc hs nney

Accompanying Personnel: P. J. Fillion

T. . Con on, Section Chief
Engineering Branch
Division of Reactor Safety
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SUMMARY

Scope: This special, announced inspection was conducted in the areas of
Emergency Diesel Generator and Sequencer Preoperational Testing, Electrical
Separation, Employee Concerns, Review of Previous Enforcement Matters, Inspector
Followup Items and Electrical Cable Splicing Program.

Results: One violation was identified - Inadequate Preoperational Testing of
Engineered Safety Features (ESF) Components, paragraph 5.b.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*R. A. Watson, Vice President, Nuclear Projects
*G. L. Forehand, Director, gA/gC
*W. A. Slover, Technical Support
*J. L. Dority, Startup Supervisor
*C. S. Hinnant, Manager Startup
*D. Tibbits, Regulatory Compliance
*J. Harness, Assistant Plant General Manager
*R. B. Van Metre, Manager Test Startup
*G. Attarian, Harris Plant Engineering Section, Electrical.

Other licensee employees contacted included construction craftsmen,
engineers, technicians, operators, and office personnel.

NRC Resident Inspectors

*G. F. Maxwell
S. P. Burris

*Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on November 21, 1986, with
those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above. The inspectors described
the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection findings. No

dissenting comments were received from the licensee. The following new
items were identified.

Violation 400/86-88-01, Inadequate Preoperational Testing of ESF

Components

Unresolved Item 400/86-88-02, Evaluated Reportability of Inadequate
Preoperation Testing of ESF Components and Wiring Errors

Inspector Followup Item 400/86-88-03, Additional Review of Electrical
Cable Splicing Program

The licensee did not identify as proprietary any materials provided to or
reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection.
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3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters

a ~

b.

(Closed) Violation 400/86-50-01, Corrective Actions Were Inadequate to
Prevent Damage to Instrument Tubing

The licensee has responded to this violation by letter dated August 20,
1986. The response has been reviewed by Region II and found to be
acceptable.

The licensee reworked the damaged tubing using Work Procedure WP-304,
Installation of Safety-Related and Seismic Process Tubing and
Instrumentation, and Construction Work Request and Authorization (CWRA)
No. 2005-00499. The work was completed, inspected, and accepted on
Work Plan 86-AgSW-1. Further walkdowns were performed before final
turnover to operations to assure correction of any other damage. The
licensee has informed the craft of this item, installed signs, and
warning tape on tubing considered vulnerable to damage. This violation
is closed.

(Closed) Unresolved Item 86-40-01, Review Discrepancies Identified in
Westinghouse Shunt Trip Replacement Procedure FCN-CHELM-10607

This item relates to the adequacy of Westinghouse Electric Corporation
(WEC) Field Change Notice (FCN) CHELM-10607 which is incorporated in
Field Change Request ( FCR)-I-1148. Drawing No. 3837A12 .is referenced
in FCN C(LM-10607. This drawing requires that the trip breaker be
operated five times at each of the minimum, 'nominal and maximum
operating voltages. The licensee has issued revision 2 to FCR-I-1148
which incorporates the WEC the above test requirements. This item is
closed.

co (Closed)- Unresolved Item 86-40-02, Verify That Vendor Recommendations
for Torquing and Testing of Shunt Trip Devices are Properly
Incorporated Into the Reactor Trip Breaker Maintenance Procedure

This item concerns two vendor's recommendations which were not
incorporated into the Maintenance Periodic Test (MPT) - E0005, Reactor
Trip Breaker, Westinghouse Model DS416. The licensee has now
incorporated the vendors torque value of 30-40 inch pounds in paragraph
7.8.9 of the MPT. The application of 70 volt DC to trip the shunt coil
is now a momentary application required in paragraph 7.8.2 of the MRT.
The above changes incorporated in Revision 1 update the MPT to the
vendors requirements. This item is closed.

4. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required
to determine whether they are acceptable or may involve violations or
deviations. One unresolved item identified during this inspection is
discussed in paragraph S.b.



5. Conduct of Testing - Emergency Diesel Generators (EDG) And Associated
Emergency Load Sequences

a ~ Equipment and Testing Problems

The inspectors held discussions with licensee's engineers and
supervisor's of Startup and Technical Services to review completeness
of testing associated with the EDG and the emergency load sequencers.
Following the completion of preoperational'est program for the EDG and
the emergency load sequencers the following equipment and testing
problems were identified.

(1) 1A-SA EDG Output Breaker Failed to Trip in Test Mode

Operations Surveillance Test (OST) 1823, 1A-SA Emergency Diesel
Generator 18 Month Operability Test Mode 5 and 6 was being
performed on October 25, 1986. Section 7.3 of this OST requires
verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a ".test
mode" and connected through its emergency bus to the grid,
(synchronized with offsite power) a simulated safety injection
signal overrides the "test mode" by:

(a) returning the diesel generator to standby operation

(b) automatically energizes the emergency loads with offsite
power

The initiation of the safety injection signal failed to cause the
1A-SA EDG output breaker (106) to open in order to return the
diesel generator to standby operation. The plant operator opened

'he EDG output breaker manually and further testing was halted.
An inspection of the SN relay in the 1A-SA sequencer panel
associated with the operation of the diesel generator output
breaker was made. A missing wire in the "seal in" circuit for the
SN relay was found. This wiring error in the SN relay circuit
would not allow the SM relay to energize to trip the diesel
generator output breaker 106.

The SN relay in the 1B-SB sequencer was also checked and a similar
wiring problem was identified. The SN relay "seal in" wiring was
connected to a wrong terminal thus duplicating the problem for the
18-SB diesel generator output breaker 105.

The inspectors reviewed several design changes that were
accomplished on both train A and B sequencer. Design Change
Notices (DCHs) 251-329 and 251-330 performed July 1985, were major
wiring changes to the sequencers with the goal of increasing
reliability of the sequencer as dictated by a Probable Risk



Assessment (PRA) analysis. The PRA analysis is discussed in a
letter to H. Denton, Director of NRR, dated September 29, 1985.
The inspectors did not confirm during this inspection whether
wiring errors were the results of the DCN or a vendor error.

The inspectors reviewed the following preoperational test
procedures which were used to confirm the design function of the
SN and SM relay circuitry associated with the diesel generator
output breakers.

5095-P-01, EDG lA-SA Generator Performance Test
5095-P-02, EDG 1B-SB Generator Performance Test
5095-P-07, 1A-SA Sequence Test
5095-P-08, 1B-SB Sequence Test

The review of the above preoperational test procedures revealed
that they were inadequately wiitten in that electrical jumpers
were used to simulate the SN and SM relay functions. The manner
in which the SN and SM relay were simulated resulted in not
testing the circuitry sufficiently to ensure these components
would function in accordance with design criteria.

In this case, the preoperational test program failed to detect a
significant wiring error in the SN relay "seal in" circuit, for
which the test is designed to accomplish.

The licensee has co'rrected the wiring- problems with the SN relay
circuit and performed a functional test to confirm operability of
the diesel'enerator output breakers when they are in the "test
mode" and a safety injection signal is received. The inspectors
reviewed OSTs 1823 and 1824, EDG 18 Month Operability Test Mode 5
and 6 which accomplished the retesting of the EDG output breaker
and no additional problems were identified.

Sequencer Test Panel Permits Inadvertent Starts of ESF Components

FSAR section 8.3 describes the emergency load sequencer. Two
identical sequencers (one each train A and B) are located in
separate switchgear rooms in the reactor auxiliary building. Each
sequencer is housed in a single cabinet. The proper operation of
the sequencer is required to be verified during the preoperational
test program.

The sequencers are designed for periodic testing during plant
operation. Each sequencer is equipped with a test panel located
at the sequencer. The 'sequencer test can be initiated manually
either from the control room or at the sequencer panel. The
location for observing the load group indicating lights is at the
sequencer panel.





The basic purpose of the sequencer test is to periodically check
the sequencer programs A, 8 and C through its logic which
generates simulated LOCA and/or LOOP signals. The test also
confirms load group relay operation and the sequencer time
intervals.

During the sequencer test, PX blocking relays prevent ESF
components from being actuated. The inadvertent starting of ESF
components would result in an unnecessary challenge to a safety
system and the adverse effects it can have on an operating plant.

The sequencer test panel is designed such that if an actual
engineered safety feature actuation signal (EFSAS) is received orif the "test stop" push button is actuated, the ESF component
relays energized in the sequencer during testing would be
deenergized and the blocking relays would open permitting ESF
components to start in their respective load groups.

During discussions with startup engineers, the inspectors were
informed that when the "test stop" button was pushed to interrupt
a sequencer test, several ESF components were noted to start which
is contrary to design as described above. This condition was the
result of improper relay timing resulting in a relay racing
condition.

The inspectors reviewed the preoperational test procedures
(5095-P-07 and 5095-P-08) used to confirm the functions of the
sequencer test panel. It appears that the preoperational test
procedures were inadequate in that no tests were prescribed to
check the design function of the PX blocking relays by injecting
an ESFAS or "stop test" signal.

The licensee issued FCR-I-3893 and FCR-I-3896 to correct the relay
racing problem between the sequencer relays and the PX blocking
relays. Engineering Periodic Tests (EPT) 29 and 30 were developed
to confi rm the adequacy of the FCR to eliminate the racing relay
problem when a safety injection signal is imposed while a
sequencer test is in progress. The review of the test results
indicate that the sequencer test panel design features have been
adequately tested.

In order to meet commitments as identified in the FSAR section 8.3
and the PRA reliability studies the licensee has issued EPT-33
to periodically test the sequencer every 62 days. This time
frequency is similar to the test frequency associated with the
reactor protection solid state safety system.



(3) Inadequate Preoperational Testing of the number 27 UV Blocking
Relay for the 6.9kv and 480v ESF Buses

During the inspection, the licensee identified that the number
27 UV blocking relay in the 480v ESF buses was not properly
tested. Preoperational test 5175-P-Ol did not confirm the relay
function for the 480V ESF buses and none of the blocking relay
circuitry nor the relay itself was tested in the 6.9kv ESF buses.

A test procedure is being developed that will confirm the design
function of the blocking relays. These relays are located in the
sequencer panel and function to block any other undervoltage
condition from stripping the ESF buses once they are energized by
the diesel generator with ESF loads.

b. Inspection Findings

The inspectors'eview of the problem areas identified above indicates
a lack of attention to detail during the preoperational test program to
ensure that safety system components meet performance requirements to
satisfy design criteria. The inspectors informed the licensee that an
apparent violation of Appendix B, Criterion V, Instructions, Procedures
and Drawings, had occurred. This regulation require in part that all
testing required to demonstrate. that components will perform satisfac-
tory inservice is identified and 'performed in accordance with written
test procedures. This concern is identified as Violation 400/86-88-01,
Inadequate Preoperational Testing of ESF Components.

During the inspection, the licensee had not made a determination of the
reportability concerning the missed portions of the preoperational
testing, the ESF components wiring problems, whether field or vendor
related and whether other electrical areas have been reviewed to ensure
that similar testing or wiring problems don't exist. This matter
will be reviewed during a subsequent inspection and is identified as
Unresolved Item 400/86-88-02, Evaluate Reportability of Inadequate
Preop Testing of ESF Components.

6. Electrical Separation

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's program of corrective action to
resolve problems involving electrical separation criteria that were
identified by the NRC during past inspections. The inspectors reviewed
documents, interviewed key personnel and conducted walkdowns. The
separation criteria are specified on drawing No. CAR-2166, B-060 sheet 7D
revision 6, dated October 7, 1986. These criteria incorporate the results
of tests as documented in a test report by Myle Laboratories Scientific
Services and Systems Group; Appendix I to the Test Report on Electrical
Separation Verification Testing for CPSL at the SHNPP; Report No. 47879-06,
dated May 27, 1986.
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The inspectors also reviewed SSER 4 pages 9, 10 and 11 which accepts the
tray 27, 1986, Wyle Test Report and the revised separation criteria. The
licensee stated that his program to correct problems with cable separation
included the following actions:

a. A common, consolidated criterion for craft, engineering and quality
assurance.

b. The re-training of craft people and quality control inspectors in the
separation criteria.

c. Field inspections.

d. The dimensioning of all raceways on drawings to be issued in the
future.

e. The reviewing of inspection documentation and follow through on
necessary changes by gA.

f. Field information by gA/gC in selected areas.

The NRC inspectors performed a walkdown of the following plant areas:

"A" and "B" switchgear rooms
Equipment Room 81, (A387)
Vestibule Room (A258)
Cable Spreading Room (A273, A274, A275)
North - South Hallways, elevations 236'nd

261'ontrol

Room
Containment Building, elevations 261' 286'olumns 17-19

The inspectors did not identify any new separation violations using the
revised criteria provided by the Myle Test Lab Report. The separation
violations that were found by the inspectors were previously identified by
the licensee and evaluated by the engineering department to determine if
corrective action was necessary. Based on the NRC review and walkdown, it
appears that the licensee's program to correct the electrical separation
problems is adequate.

7. Inspector Followup Item

a ~ (Closed) 86-30-02, Review of Licensee's Interdisciplinary Clearance
Verification Malkdown Program

The inspectors examined the records of the interdisciplinary Clearance
Verification Malkdowns for Area A-1-324-2 in the Reactor Auxiliary
Building (RAB) and the DG Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (FOST) area Elevation
242. The inspector noted that each finding was individually resolved.



QA survei llances were completed on the two areas on Audit QASC 86-0905
for the RAB and 86-0782 for the FOST. The specific interactions
identified have been evaluated on evaluation sheet A-2-261-1-212.

The evaluation was audited by QA surveillance on Report 86-0876. This
item is closed.

b. (Closed) 86-50-02 Evaluation of the Walkdown Program

The inspector's evaluation of the program is identified in paragraph
- 7.a above.

The specific tubing identified in this item has been identified and
evaluated on evaluation sheet C-1-236-1-60. The item identified four
instrument tubes that were in contact with the mirror insulation on
line 2C53-83SU-1. The corrective action required that the mirror
insulation be removed and thinner insulation installed. The insulation
was reworked on Interference - Location Report No. 0655. The work has
been completed; inspected and accepted. This item is closed.

8. Licensee Identified Item (CDR) 10 CFR 50.50(e)

a ~ (Closed) 400/CDR 85-215 Westinghouse Safety Grade Core Exit
Thermocouples

The final report was submitted on June 30, 1986. The report has
been reviewed and determined to be acceptable. The inspectors held
discussions with responsible licensee representatives and reviewed
supporting documentation to verify that the corrective actions
identified in the report have been completed. Westinghouse Electric
Corporation (WEC) by letters to the NRC dated May 9, 1985 and
February 20, 1986, reported a Part 21 item involving core exit
thermocouples. WEC reported that during performance of environmental
qualification testing of the safety grade core exit thermocouples, a
significant potential total system error was identified which exceeds
the acceptable values for certain functions. The functions affected'y
the possible error are the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) subcooling
margin, the detection of Inadequate Core Cooling ( ICC) and the
temperature compensation for the Reactor Vessel Level Indication System
(RVLIS).

The licensee has revised the setpoints for the RCS subcooling and ICC
to the required setpoints consistent with the Westinghouse Owners Group
recommendations. The RVLIS temperature compensation was changed to
Loop Resistance Temperature. Devices (RDT). WEC recommended this, change
since the thermocouples will not provide sufficient accuracy fot the
RVLIS. The licensee issued FCRs M-1015, I-3282, I-3437 and E-6002 to
implement the change. The change has been completed, inspected and
accepted.





b. (Closed) Item 400/CDR 80-41 Steam Generator Reference Leg Heatup

The final report was submitted on April 30, 1985. The report has
been reviewed and determined to be acceptable. The inspectors held
discussions with responsible licensee representatives and reviewed
supporting documentation to verify that the corrective action
identified in the report has been completed. Westinghouse Electric WEC

notified the NRC by letter dated June 22, 1979, that the temperature
effects on the reference leg after a High Energy Line Break (HELB) may
cause errors on the steam generator level indication. An increase of
containment temperature would cause an erroneous indication of high
steam generator level. This response requires installation of
insulation on the reference leg. The insulation design was issued
on FCR-P-3637 and the final as-built documented on Revision 2 of
FCR-P-3637. Work has been completed, inspected and accepted.

Employee Concern

The NRC was contacted by a concerned employee regarding the method of
reinspection and evaluation of 8206 supports as the result of a concern
expressed to the guali ty Check Program No. H86-05-12 (RII-86-A-308).

Discussion:

The guality Check Program was contacted by an employee during the second
quarter of 1986 regarding the installation of unscheduled conduits on the
B206 engineered raceway supports. As the result, guality Check case
No. H86-05-12 was 'opened which resulted in all 2500 B206 supports being
checked by gC for unscheduled conduits installed on them. Approximately 40
of the supports contained unscheduled conduits.

The inspectors were advised that an additional sample of 125 of the 2500
B206 supports were examined by gA as a followup to verify the original gC
inspection accuracy. These supports which were installed in the containment
building were examined to assure that the scheduled conduits were installed
in accordance with the installation drawing (identified as G drawings). Of
the 125 samples supports, 49 were found to differ from their original design
in some manner such as over span between supports, excessive number of
conduits on a support or conduits not installed on supports as designed.

The number of supports with questionable conditions was reduced from 49
to 32 by identification of FCNs that justified the change in the design
requirements for certain supports. The inspectors were advised that each
of 32 remaining supports were evaluated to insure that the loading of each
support was within limits even though additional field installed conduits
may be installed on them or the span between supports may have exceeded the
specified distance.
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Findings:

The sample selected was a random pick of supports from a support number
list. The inspectors reviewed the results of the report for the guality
Check case H86-05-12. During discussions with the engineering and gA
personnel the inspector was advised that no modifications to any support
had been required to date. This information was furthe supported by the
evaluations contained in guality Check report which gave the justification
for the "Use As Is" resolution. This concern could not be substantiated.

10. Electrical Splices and Termination (TI-2500/17)

The inspectors made a preliminary evaluation of the licensee's program for
installing heat shrinkable tubing type electrical splices and terminations
kits. The inspection was a followup of licensee actions of concerns
expressed in NRC IE Information Notice No. 86-53: Improper Installation
of Heat Shrinkable Tubing. The inspection included program overview
discussions as well as a visual inspection of splices. As far as could be
determined, the plant has the following generic types of heat shrinkable
tubing splices used in safety-re'lated and environmental qualification
applications:

480 V motor termination (usually end cap type)

End cap type splice made in a junction box used in conjunction with a
CONAX fittings.
Butt splice'ade inside a flexible CONAX connector (used with
solenoids).

. Butt splice in conductors of control or instrumentation cable using
ring torque or crimp connectors at a containment penetration assembly
or in a junction box.

Heat shrinkable sleeve over a plug connector (usually at a penetration
assembly (either 3/c or I/c cable).

Vendor engineered splice kits which were ordered by CP&L were usually used
in motor connection boxes or in junction boxes. MEC furnished bulk material
was for the splices made at containment penetration assemblies. In cases
where multiconductor cables were spliced, the licensee provided heat
shrinkable tubing only over the individual conductors and not over the cable
assembly, i.e. a conductor break out kit was not used. The inspectors made
a visual examination and dimensional check of 14 heat shrinkable tube
splices inside the containment which were representative of the different
generic types. However, the inspectors have not evaluated all aspects of
the licensee's program for making these types of splices, and follow-up
inspections will be made in this area. Future inspections will focus on,
but not be limited to, the following items:
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The termination of cable nos. 10796F-SB and 1}046G at containment
penetration no. 1236SB, to review the documentation to determine the
number and type of shims used.

Review the licensee's procedures for control of the installation of
heat shrinkable tube splices and termination during construction and
maintenance activities after the unit is placed in operation.

This matter is being identified as Inspector Followup Item
50-400/86-88-03: Additional Review of Electrical Cable Splicing
Program.

Within the areas examined, no violations or deviations were identified.


